
 
Funtastic Photo Favors  

 
*We guarantee that each of our extensive services will provide your 
guests with an unforgettable memory due to the professionalism of 
this company and the state-of-the-art craftsmanship through which 
our machines were made* 
 
REFERENCE WEBSITE: (PLEASE LOOK, THANKS!) 
Boomeventsource.com 
 
 
WEBSITE DESIGN:: 
Main page: CATEGORIES DROP DOWN MENU, SELECT; EXAMPLE: 
 

Photo Booths 
 
 
PICTURE 1                       PICTURE 2                   PICTURE 3 (etc) 
[click to view]--> 
 
 
CLICK ONE and OPENS to NEW PAGE or TAB:> 
 
PICTURE SLIDESHOW @ REAL EVENTS 
( on the left) 
 
DESCRIPTION (on the right) 
 
Selfie Mirror — Snap a selfie and watch as your guests reflections light up with 
over-the-top compliments. This beautifully LED-lit interactive mirror takes 
customization to a whole new level by offering the latest in photo-generating 
image technology. A user-friendly interface that communicates with guests 
through a touch screen of colorful animations and voice guidance. This 
wow-factor is a great addition and is sure to liven up your experience.   

 

More About The Selfie Mirror    
     

• Unlimited photos 
• Prints 4×6 photos 
• Option to have either 1, 2, or 3 photos in single print 
• Open air photo booth 
• Fits up to 8 people in the mirror 
• Custom welcome screen 
• Custom logo or animation 
• Custom frames for your mirror 

  



• Social media capability with separate kiosk 
• Props included 
• Master DVD of all photos from the event 
• Trained Photo Technician 
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE]  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Vintage Air Photo Booth --- Step in front of this beautifully designed 1958 
Vintage twin lens reflex camera model and be blown back to the past by living in 
the now. Customize your photos in real time by scrolling through a wide array of 
all the best filters and designs. Equipped with real-time photo editing from 
leading photobooth software Socialbooth; we now include your all-time favorite 
features from Snapchat. 
 
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Photo Graffiti Wall/Graffiti Touch*— Become your own artist in the newest and 
latest attraction in photobooth technology. With interactive spray cans to 
personalize your masterpiece, there’s no clean up or inhalation of dangerous 
fumes. If size does not permit for this humongous interactive space, we also 
offer the Graffiti Touch  where guests are presented with a smaller creative 
means through the touch of your own fingers. Both of these fantastic machines 
have cool out-of-the-box stencils, real-life spray can sounds while spraying, and 
out-of-this world photo effects. Time to bring out your inner rebel!  
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 

 
 
Instacam Photo Booth*— Bring the world’s most used form of social media to 
your next party! This photo booth is #awesome! Upload the pictures you take to 
your own Instagram account and customize! Guests can even print out their 
photos directly at the booth. #AwesomeRight?  
 
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 

 
 
 

  



GREEN SCREEN MACHINE— Choose your very own green screen with the 
Photo Party Station!  This avant-garde party station allows guests to create 
multi-frame photo animations with green-screen backgrounds, custom logos, 
and ever-enhancing photo filters. Once you create your perfect picture, the 
Photo Party Station will automatically print out photo strips of your choosing 
and instantly upload it to your favorite social media account. It’s time to get 
creative! 
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 
 

 
 
Kingdom Photo Booth*— Perfect for weddings and other formal events, the 
Kingdom Photo Booth offers rapid duplicate copies of photos printed in seven 
seconds! In addition to creating timeless and classic photo strips, this Kingdom 
Photo Booth comes in either white or black and has the ability to send the 
photos directly to your email within minutes or allows you to take video 
messages. This incredible photo booth offers guests a private space to take any 
kind of pictures they wish with the optional custom wrapped curtain. This 
Kingdom Photo Booth will fit in perfectly with your next event. Time to get 
classy!  
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 
 

 
 
Slow Motion Video Booth*—  Watch your guests have a blast in slow motion as 
a high-speed camera records up to 10s of video! Enhance the fun with exciting 
props! Add confetti, bubbles, and balloons and show us what you got! Guest’s 
are then presented with 30 still images; 3 of which may be printed on 4×6 
photo paper! While pictures are printing, guest’s can share their slow motion 
video via social media and by email!  

 
------    

More About the Slow Motion Booth 
   

     
• Unlimited videos 
• 4×6 print outs of action shots from slow-mo video 
• Open air booth 
• Social media capability 
• Second monitor for slide show of all slow-mo sessions 
• Props included 
• Master DVD of all photos from the event 
• Trained Photo Technician 
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 
 

 
  



Glam Nail Photo Booth*—(TIME TO GLAM IT UP) Why go to a beauty salon 
when we can bring the beauty salon to your next event? Through this 
revolutionizing technology, the possibilities for nail design are truly endless. 
With a special, high-tech camera the attendant will take the photo, which will 
then be printed into the shape of the guest’s nail. Tell the attendant whatever 
you want, and she will bring it to life, including the event logo or even your 
favorite sports logo with thousands of different designs to choose from.  
 
Bonus features include: 
• Prints designs onto your nails in 10 seconds or less 
• Comes with thousands of pre-loaded designs 
• Load your own digital image or logo 
• Built-in camera for on the spot selfies 
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 
 

 
 
GUESTBOOTH 
 
It’s a guest book… It’s a photobooth… It’s a Guestbooth! 
On their way in or out, you’ll be sure not to miss them. By taking photos, videos, 
and signatures, your guests will have fun signing in to Guest Booth; it’s a perfect 
addition to any event. 
  
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 
 
 
 

 
 
The Strip Photo Booth*— Time to get whacky! This unique photo booth is 
designed specifically for larger groups of people, allowing up to fifty people per 
strip! This exclusive photo booth demonstrates a stimulated filmstrip using four 
screens in the vertical position; all screens play a slideshow of your photos 
throughout your event. These remarkable photo strips are extremely portable, fit 
in small places, and as mentioned before, accommodate to large groups. These 
photo strips come with all kinds of design capabilities, including custom designs 
for your special event. [EDIT: needs’ condensing!] 
 
[CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE] 
 
 
 

Photo Favors 
 
Regular Photo Favors—(TIME TO DESIGN THE PERFECT KEEPSAKE) A plethora 
of fun frames, acrylic key chains, magnets, classic black or white frames, furry 
clips, sport clips, and so much more. These photo favors will work with most 
photo booths and for any picture taken with a camera by a professional 

  



attendant. Guests will be offered an array of complimentary props to choose 
from to make a great addition to their pictures. Within minutes your guests will 
have their special photo in a style of their choosing. Everyone in the picture will 
not only get a copy, but will be given any style of frame they choose. 4 hours 
$895.00 
 
Elite Photo Favors—(TIME TO MAKE IT PERFECT) Includes everything listed 
above with the additional selection of frames and clips to choose from. More 
than you could possibly imagine! 4 hours $1,095.00 
 
Sign-in Poster Boards—(SAY HI) Guests get to wish the guest of honor well by 
writing their own special message on this huge board with the guest of honor’s 
name and face on it. Makes for special memories that will last a lifetime. 
 
Red Carpet Photos—(PAPARAZZI TIME) Feel like you’re a celebrity on a red 
carpet with your own customized 8’x8’ banner displaying the guest of honor’s 
name. Red carpet and stanchions included. An attendant with a camera will take 
pictures immediately for instant printing. 1 hour $695.00 4 hours $995.00 
 
Green Screen Station—(TIME TO GET FANTASTIC) The most popular station in 
all of Party Land, this Green Screen station allows you to superimpose yourself 
and your guests full body into amazing high-resolution fantasy photos. Guests 
will be able to choose from a wide variety of backgrounds, billboards, movie 
scenes, magazine overs, sports, celebrities, and other scenic backgrounds to 
create the fantasy of their dreams. Guests will have unlimited photo 
opportunities with instant printing and photo frames included. 4 hours $995.00 
 
Flipbooks—(LET’S GET FLIPPING) You’re going to flip over this awesome photo 
favor! Guests will be able to record a fun 10-second video with our 
complimentary props and then watch as magic happens and their video turns 
into a 60-paged flipbook. Guests will be able to customize their covers (front 
and back) for a unique, personal experience. 4 hours $1,195.00 
 
Photo Candy Bars and Boxes—(TIME TO GET MUNCHING) Guests will be able 
to choose their favorite candy out of a large assortment provided and then have 
their picture taken, which will then be put onto the box/wrapper. Luckily, these 
boxes are also filled with real candy so not only do the guests get to take home 
a personalized souvenir, but they also get to enjoy a tasty treat. 4 hours 
$1,195.00 
 
Photo ID Cards—(ARE YOU REALLY WHO YOU SAY YOU ARE?) Guests will 
have their photo taken by an attendant who will then print the photo swiftly and 
create a unique ID card! Additional possibilities include trading cards, backstage 
passes, cartoon characters, phony licenses, fan club passes, and so much more. 
4 hours $995.00 
 
Photo T-shirt Factory—(COOL NEW THREADS) Guests will be able to design 
their own t-shirt or have their photo taken and then have the photo become the 
design on the shirt. The possibilities are endless. 4 hours $1095.00 

 
  



3D & Flip Photo Station—(LET’S GET CRAZY) No glasses are required for3D 
Photo Station; photos will print as 3D images with different themed overlays for 
an eye-popping photo experience. We offer a variety of sizes including: 2x3, 
4x6, 5x7, and 6x8. For the Flip Photo Station, guests will be able to choose a 
themed background and strike two poses, the final picture will create motion 
with a tilt of the copy (similar to a hologram). 4 hours $1,495.00 
 
Big Red Chair—(YOU’LL NEVER WANT TO COME DOWN) This 10’x10’x10’ 
huge red chair will be the center of your next party’s universe. Guests will LOVE 
this addition. An attendant will take unlimited photos, which will then be printed 
into 4x6 photos. Jumbo props are included for the pictures and the host of the 
party will receive a CD with all of the photos taken at the event. 4 hours $995.00 
 
Phone Cases Packages—(iLOVEIT) High quality photos printed on phone cases 
designed to match your guests’ phones. We provide cases for iPhones, Galaxies, 
and more. Also included for the phones we do not have cases for is a universal 
sleeve that is guaranteed to fit any phone. The design of your party can be 
added to the design of the unique phone cases/sleeves. Additionally, 4x6 photo 
prints are included with the case/sleeve. We also offer cases that have LED 
light-up capabilities. 4 hours $1,295.00 
 
Dog Tags—(GET THESE DOG TAGS TO SAVE YOUR GUESTS FROM HAVING 
A RUFF TIME)  Guests will be given double-sided dog tags with a photo on 
either side, or a logo printed on one side and the picture on the other. These 
dog tags are extremely versatile and can be worn immediately. 4 hours 
$1,095.00 
 
Elite Sublimation Favors—(ENDLESS OPTIONS TO PERSONALIZE) Guests will 
be offered premium favors such as mini basketball hoops, dry erase boards, flip 
flops, or backpack tags to put their pictures/logos on. Makes for a great goody 
to take home from an epic party. 4 hours $1,695.00 
 
Other Specialty Sublimation Items—(THERE’S EVEN MORE!) This option 
includes coffee mugs, license plate frames, mouse pads, pendants, iPad covers, 
laptop covers, and so much more. If you have a specific item in mind for 
sublimation, just ask and we will let you know! More than likely, we will have the 
capabilities to do any ideas you have. Call for pricing 
 
Stick-A-Pic Sticker Frame Station—(IT’S A PICTURE AND  A STICKER!) These 
8x11 wall stickers will peel and stick directly on any wall, locker, or surface. We 
assure you that it will not peel paint off a wall. With these special frames, we 
have many styles for your guests to choose. 4 hours $1,295.00 
 
Graffiti Phone Cases—(BLING OUT YOUR PHONE) These personalized photo 
cases are the perfect party gift and are hand drawn on site. Cases will fit iPhones 
4/4s/5/5s/5c/6/6s/6+ as well as the Samsung Galaxy S3, 4, 5, and 6, as well as 
the Galaxy Note. We can also put the graffiti on the universal phone sleeve, 
which works well for iPods as well. 4 hours $1,195.00 
 

  



Hashtag Printing Station—(#AWESOME) Create an event-based Instagram and 
Twitter social media print stations. Users can hashtag photos on their mobile 
devices, which will then be printed and displayed at your event. 4 hours $795.00 
 
Animated GIFs Station—(THIS IS GOING TO BE AWESOME) Your guests will be 
able to create multi-framed photo animations with green screen backgrounds, 
custom logos, and instant uploading to Facebook, Twitter, and email. 4 hours 
$1095.00 
 
Light Painting Station—(LET’S LIGHT IT UP!) Your guests will be able to draw in 
mid-air and watch as their creations come to life. The machine is programmed 
with artists who help give your guests inspiration as to what they should design. 
The final product will be branded with your event’s logo and can be printed and 
uploaded instantly to social media. 4 hours $1,195.00 
 
 
PHOTO-POP SOCKETS (phone grips) 
Have a picture of your friends or family waving their hands in the air like they just 
don’t care? Great! Now they can hold up your phone. Any photo, corporate 
logo can be resized to fit your very own personalized popsocket. Use them for 
holding or propping up your phone, and cord management.  
 

Games 
 

Professional Foosball Table—(GAME ON) Proud to present our 8-player foosball 
table, with LED lights situated all around the inside field, giving it a unique style. 
This is an absolute party favotire, one your guests will never forget. [  HOT ITEM 
]    1 hour $595.00 4 hours $695.00 
 
Giant Light Brite—(SHINE BRITE LIKE A DIAMOND) Mazaltov and Happy New 
year! Nostalgia is back and bigger than ever! Guests can make a statement with 
this unique and colorful electric pegboard by creating their own unique designs. 
From corporate logos to butterflies! Use the colorful fluorescent pegs to make 
beautiful combinations for all to see! 1 hour $595.00 4 hours $795.00 
 
Poly Pong—(GAME ON) This is Ping-Pong gone wild, where over a dozen of 
your guests will gather to watch this magnified table tennis game. Take turns 
with one ball and four players as first to mess up is out! Players can use the wide 
rounded bumpers on the table to their advantage providing each game with an 
infinite variety of ball bounces never before seen! Challenge your guests to a 
game they’ll be sure to remember. 1 hour 495.00 4 hours $ 595.00 
 
Four Player Pac-Man -- That’s right! The Pac is back! In this ultimate style four 
player battle royale, it’s eat or be eaten! Go through each round in this 
cocktail-table arcade game using classic joystick controls on a 32in LCD Monitor. 
Be careful though, eating fruit will RESET the playing field; and colliding into 
another player may just bounce them in a direction for the slaughter. Fun 
statistics are displayed at the end of the each match such as Won Most Rounds 
or Ate Most Pac-Man. Pellets up! Ideal for team building and corporate events.  
 

  



Catch the Light - We got the need for speed! Get ready to put your reflex skills 
to the test, as this game is designed for both kids and adults. Quickly press the 
lit buttons to outsmart your opponent in this fast-paced redemption piece, with 
LED scoring for that perfect combo count. Time to smash! 
 
 
 
Giant Inflatable Twister—(TWIST AND SHOUT) This supersized Twister is a great 
addition to any party. Guests will try to maintain their balance as they struggle to 
keep their left hand on blue and right foot on red on the giant inflatable 
contraption. Guests love the familiarity of a party favorite while experiencing its 
new twist, pun intended.      1 hour $495.00 4 hours $595.00 
 
Giant Operation—(DOCTOR, DOCTOR) Let your guests skip med school and 
become doctors at your next event! With Giant Operation, your party will be 
filled with fun and laughs with this malpractice mania before your very eyes. Best 
of luck in the OR.  
 
Giant Jenga—(YOU’RE IN FOR A CRASHING AND BOOMING GOOD TIME) A 
favorite for all ages, each block removed from the tower is placed on top, 
creating a progressively taller but less stable arrangement. You simply can’t go 
wrong with this giant game! 
 
Giant Connect 4—(CAN YOU GET FOUR IN A ROW?) Your guests can split off 
in pairs and challenge each other in this five-foot version of the infamous game, 
Connect 4. It’s all about the strategy after all… 
 
KING-SIZED CHESS AND CHECKERS -- Play CHESS and CHECKERS on acrylic 
white slatted light-up tables, great for any party. Equipped with giant king-sized 
pieces the size of your hand, start making decisions with your own voice-over 
THUDS. 
 
Tap the App -- The doctors out, and the apps are in! Just like operation, the 
concept is to latch your wand and remove the apps without touching the sides. 
With electromagnet smartphone management to keep score and change the 
difficulty level, this game will be sure to draw attention. Get your apps out quick!  
 
Tic Tac Toss—(WINNER) At 5x5, this game is smaller than the traditional 
frame-game, making it much more convenient. This game includes a colorful 
canvas backdrop with accessories, steel framework, and stakes for outoor use. 
Guests will love this game because everybody already knows how to play. Don’t 
miss out on this chance to enhance your party with this awesome game of 
tic-tac-toe. 
 
Super Chexx Bubble Hockey—(GOALLL) This deluxe machine is accompanied 
by live action sounds with legendary Sabres announcer Rick Jeanneret on 
play-by-play. Each player’s rod controls five men and goalie. Each game is 
manned by an attendant who will control the time and the fairness of the game 
being played.  This game is great for any party! 
 

  



Pop-A-Shot—(HE SHOOTS…HE SCORES) This ESPN three-player basketball is 
universally enjoyed. The game features three steel rims, an integrated LED 
scorer, and realistic arcade sound effects. Basketball is worshipped all over the 
world, why not have it worshipped at your next event? 
 
Slap Shot Hockey—(GOALLL) This game is a winner at any event, with its 
simplistic irresistibility. It comes with a colorful canvas backdrop and accessories, 
steel framework, and stakes for outdoor use. Guests will be given stick and 
pucks and will do their best to make a goal. This game suits everyone from the 
little tikes, to the big adults, making it great for your next event.  
 
Two Minute Drill Electronic Football—(TOUCHDOWN) This fun game is a race 
against the clock that can be played by one or two people. The goal is to get 
the football in the whole as many times as you can in the allotted time, which is 
displayed on the LED screen. There will be an attendant on standby to monitor 
the game.  
 
Quarterback Toss—(SET...HIKE!) This game is one that no one can walk away 
from. It comes with a colorful backdrop, steel framework, accessories, and stakes 
for outdoor use. Guest will be given a football and will do their best to throw a 
touchdown into the hole in the canvas. No matter what type of event you use it 
for, this game is guaranteed to be a touchdown at your next event.  
 
Kick and Score Soccer—(SCOREEE) This game is a guaranteed game-changer 
for any event. Guest will be able to kick a real soccer ball and try to make a goal 
in the hole in the canvas. The game comes with a colorful backdrop, steel 
framework, accessories, and stkes for outdoor use. This game will be a score at 
your next event. 
 
Golf Challenge—(FORE!!!) This game comes with its own framework and 
heavy-duty vinyl canvas. The colorful backdrop, designed to look like a golf 
course, is Velcro receptive so that the golf balls stay right where the guests hit 
them. The game is complete with four stakes for outdoor use, a chipping wedge 
golf club, chipping mat, and 12-weighted golf balls. Swing now and get this 
game for your next event! 
 
Ping Pong Table—(15 LOVE) Competition graded table tennis table, with an 
attendant. Sizes include full size or midsize. Set complete with two paddles and 
unlimited balls.  
 
LED Ping Pong Table—(30 LOVE)  This light-up table makes every game more 
exciting with its bright, vibrant colors. 1 hour $595.00 4 hours $695.00 
 
Air Hockey Table—(GOALLL) Competition graded air hockey table, with an 
attendant. Comes in many different styles including LED, as well as many sizes. 
Set is complete with a puck and two mallets. Airflow of 110 cubic feet per 
minute makes sure it provides enough power to keep the mallets moving 
smoothly.  
 
 

  



Four Player Air Hockey Table -- And we have lift off! In this survivor-style 4 
player (2-player compatible) battle to the finish, each time a puck enters your 
own goal a light illuminates. When all 3 lights are lit you are eliminated from the 
game. With a goal blocker inserted on your side to keep the puck in play, the 
remaining players play on till there’s only one victor. May the odds be ever in 
your favor!  
Atomic Indiglo  (Air Hockey)! - Hit the lights and kiss with all new play in the dark 
action! Includes 2 LED light up pushers and an LED hockey puck. Featuring in 
rail LED lighting with cascading effects and in game music to make this the 
centerpiece of any game room event. With LED electronic scoring to boot, the 
large motor provides faster game play for that true arcade experience.  
 
 
 
Giant Drop Zone Plinko Game—(LET’S DO THIS) Pallet board with many pongs; 
goal is to drop your puck into the board and see where it lands on the bottom. 
Each game arrives assembled and ready to go. This suspense-filled game is 
great for any party! 
 
Inflatable Hose Hockey—(GOALLL) Inflatable hockey rink where two teams of 
three players try to score on each other by using thir air hoses to direct plastic 
balls into the other team’s net. The 12-foot long inflatable provides endless 
hours of fun and offers a fast-paced game for party goers who are looking for a 
little friendly competition.  
 
Crane Claw—(HERE I COME, TEDDY BEAR!) Huge machine that allows guests 
endless opportunities to win a stuffed animal from the machine. Great for any 
party and for any crowd. Comes complete with stuffed animals.  
 
Zoltar Fortune Teller—(MIRROR MIRROR ON THE WALL) This interactive 
machine gives guests an opportunity for their good fortunes to be dictated. 
Zoltar uses fortunes direct from the movie, Big. Allow your guests the 
opportunity for their lives to be changed from this magnificent machine!  1 hour 
$495.00 4 hours $595.00 
 
Velcro Wall—(STICKY SITUATION) This large contraption is made of Velcro, 
allowing for a sticky situation when the guests are given body suits of Velcro as 
well. This game makes for a fun, exciting time for any partygoer. 1 hour $595.00 
4 hours $795.00 
 
Mechanical Robo Surfer—(HANG TEN!) This inflatable surfing machine is fun for 
any party. The Robo Surfer stimulates genuine surfing or snowboarding 
conditions over an inflated bed. The machine comes with the inflatable, one 
blower, a mechanical blower, and a speed control panel controlled by the 
attendant. 4 hours $995.00 
 
Custom Life Size Cutouts—(BECOME WHOEVER YOU WANT TO BE) Guests 
can poke their heads through the cutout, and take a silly photo. This one will 
guarantee a whole bunch of laughs. Call for pricing 
 

  



Casino Tables—(YOU CAN BET ON IT!) We offer a variety of tables (light-up or 
otherwise) including Black Jack, Texas Hold ‘em Poker Table, Caribbean Stud 
Poker tables, Baccarat Tables, Vegas-style Slot Machines, Roulette Tables, and 
Craps Tables. Tables come complete with Vegas Showgirls and a teller at each 
table. You can also include cigar rollers or strolling Black Jack dealers to be at 
your event with their specialty acts. You can get one or you can get them all! 
These are tables you can bet on! $295.00 per table  
 
Wax Hands—(THROW UP A PEACE SIGN) Create memorable keepsakes with 
warm wax, great for both kids and adults. Personalize with your own hand pose 
and decorate with your favorite colors. This machine is a favorite for everyone 
and would fit right in at your next event. 4 hours $895.00 
 
Digital/Regular Caricature Artist—(SMILE!) Have yourself drawn by a 
professional artist! The artist will draw you on his tablet for the digital caricature 
and then print it right there in front of you. The regular caricature artist will draw 
you right there and give you the portrait when finished. This portrait will be 
great for your guests to take home as a commemoration of your awesome party.  
 
Spin Art—(BECOME AN ARTISTE)  Create your own masterpiece on teacups, 
t-shirts, records, or virtually anything else. Let your guests explore their creative 
sides at your next event.  
 
Build-a-Bear Machine—(ALL OF THE HUGS IN THE WORLD AT YOUR NEXT 
PARTY) Your guests can crate the design, shape, and outfits, of their own bear. 
They can make the bears themselves with the help of the attendant. The guests 
can dress the bears however they please and even put LED lights inside the 
bears. The machine is designed with its own LED lights to create an attractive 
station for your next party.  
 
Classic Arcade/Video Game Stations—(GAME ON) Video games include Smash 
Brothers, Wii, PlayStation, Madden, and more. Multiple units are available of 
each game for your next event all displayed on 55’ screens. Arcade games 
include Pinball, Miss PacMan, pool tables, Car games, whack-a-mole, crane 
claw, classic skeeball, Arcade Legends, Midway Classic, Mega Maxx, and so 
much more. Any 3 games $695.00 
 
Carnival Games—( EVERYONE LOVES A GOOD CARNIVAL) Games/activities 
include hermit crab racing, NERF Shooting Gallery, Ring Toss, Milk Bottle Game, 
walk-around magician, magic shows, Zapped- A-Mind, stilt walkers, balloon 
sculptures, belly dancers, LED robots, strolling tables, fortune tellers, jugglers, 
unicyclists, and event lounge furniture. Call for pricing 
 
Oxygen Bar—(IT’S ALL WE NEED) A free-standing bar which guests can sit or 
stand at to breathe over 90% pure oxygen. The oxygen and aromatherapy is 
delivered by sterile nasal cannulas, which come in six different colors to fit any 
event or color scheme. Flavors include almond, cherry, cinnamon, lavender, 
orange, vanilla, peppermint, and many more. 1 hour $595.00 4 hours $795.00 
 

  



Baseball Speed Pitch—(IT’S A HOMERUN) See how fast the radar says you can 
throw, serve, kick, or swing. This machine is 10x10x10; a great way for your 
guests to test their game speed. 1 hour $495.00 4 hours $595.00 
 
Tattoo Station—(MOM, IT’S NOT PERMANENT I SWEAR!) We offer a multitude 
of tattoo types such as airbrush tattoos or glitter tattoos. All operated by a 
professional attendant to give your guests a creative way to express themselves. 
4 hours $495.00 
 
Airbrushing Station—(LET’S GET PERSONALIZING) New York style creative 
artists create take home personalized favors such as hoodies, t shirts, hats, pillow 
cases, boxer shorts, footballs, basketballs, as well as a variety of other items. 
Two artists can be available for larger parties. We also offer live graffiti artists. 
Guests love watching our artists create one of kind masterpieces that will last 
forever. Call for pricing 
 
CD Recording Studio Booth—(LALALA…)  Bring a recording studio to your next 
party by letting guests record their own voices with these state-of-the –art 
headphones, microphones, and sound booth system. Complete with a personal 
attendant. 4 hours $1,495.00 
 
Phone Charging Station—(UH OH I’M OUT OF BATTERY!) Never fear, the 
Phone Charging Station is here to save the day at your event.  
 
People—(JUST ABOUT ANYONE) Aerialists, celebrity impersonators, 
actors/actresses, belly dancers, magicians, and robots.  
 
Customized Party Favors--(I WANT ONE) Personalized glow sticks, slap 
bracelets, etc. Whatever your guest of honor wants, we can do it.  
 
Eyelash/Hair Extension/Beauty Station—(OOH LA LA) Give your guests the 
glam treatment by letting them add to their beauty. This station comes 
complete with an attendant, hair accessories and extensions, eyelash extension, 
and more.  
 

Foods 
● Popcorn Machine 
● Light-up Cotton Candy 
● Regular Cotton Candy 
● Italian Ices 
● Pucker Powder 
● Snow Cone Machine 
● Pretzel Warmers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  


